TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS #810

Sec. 4, T 4 S, R 10 W. WM.
Common Cor. 24 19

HISTORICAL:
A - 1391    B - 331    F - 5-4
A - 1536    B - 407
A - 1553    C - 174
"GLO Book" 4510 Page 7
"GLO Book" 4511 Page 4

CONDITION

Found: A moving sand dune

Ed 1/4" Iron Pipe 2-3-72

COMMENTS: See CO map #8-12B2

THIS CORNER WAS DUG UP AND RESET BY FORREST SERVICE

REWITNESS

2-3-72
"Replaced found pipe with Brass Cap & 2" Iron Pipe in Concrete & tile

1 SET 1/2" Iron Pipe 7 feet long and placed it 1 1/2" above ground
4" x 4" x 98" Post Near Corner

96" Hat Section 15 ft. 11" feet east, 60 ft. 12-88
Reset New 84" Hat Section 125 feet east.

New Accessory: NO BTS AVAILABLE IN AREA

1/4" Iron Pipe 4 E-F 3 feet long East 52" Placed
1/4" Iron Pipe 3 1/2 feet long South 50" Placed

1 1/2" Iron Pipe Found Horizontal, laying at feet of sand dune, I RESET 5-29 North Pt 12-88

COMMENTS: This corner was set by transit and tape, from the information and ties shown on the County Surveyor's maps - B - 407 and C - 174. The corner is west of a north/south planting line of beach grass and ± 3 feet north of top of E - W Sand.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: A. Duncan 793
G. Arthur
S. Skinner

DATE: 1967
PHOTO: 267

COUNTY CORNER TAG ATTACHED